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Figure S2. Options for analysis and export

Table S1. Protocol parameters

This flowchart represents the different scanning options for the TRACKFlow system. Illustrations are provided in the boxes to provide a visual 
indication of of what the operator is presented with at the time. Boxes with a green border represent dialogs that require operator interaction.
Scanning protocols are illustrated using colour coding signage for navigation. Due to the different options the operator can choose in the wizard 
(Protocol parameters), navigation lines branch. To guide the user, two types of discrimination occur in the chart. The first order of differentiation 
between different paths of the same protocol is given by symbology (dashed and dotted lines), explained before the protocol box. The second order of 
differentiation is given by ‘switches’ on the line. The active parameter of is mentioned at each switch box. As such it is illustrated clearly where in the 
protocol each parameter determines what happens.
We chose to represent loops inside the protocols by adding symbols at the beginning and end of each loop, analogous to portals with an entrance and 
exit of each loop. For example, if a protocol line passes the entrance symbol of loop 1, everything after this symbol will be revisited in the following 
loops. When the line passes the exit symbol of loop 1, the protocol returns to the entrance of loop 1. This repeats until the loop was repeated for each 
well. If two ‘enrance symbols’ are passed, the first applies. Once a loop is finished, it is never revisited.
Line colours generated with ColourBrewer 2.0.

Figure S1. TRACKFlow flowchart


